
Dear Cosmos 
 

Unconscious Imagination 

“Simplifying Quantum Mechanics” 
 

 Things that  

DO NOT EXIST 
that Your Mind is Creating… 

 

Time ~ Death ~ Fear ~ Duality ~ Suffering ~ Realities ~ Universe 

Part 4 – DUALITY 

It will behoove you to be totally grounded in “Who/What You Are” before 

continuing with this series.  Therefore I highly suggest you start with taking 

the FREE “Self-Discovery” course offered by my partner Jackie 

who writes articles for this magazine entitled: 

~ Embracing the Truth of Your Divinity ~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Continue reading ONLY if you are ready to take ownership of the 

Reality that You Created and is presenting itself back to you. 
 

Dear Cosmos:   

OK… You have made an interesting case for explaining how 

things like Time, Death, and Fear are created by our Human 

Minds.  You also gave us some of your personal experiences that 

attest to that fact however isn’t there solid evidence showing that 

some people and things are just plain good or bad?  

Namaste faithful follower wanting to know more: 

Thank you for being true to your heritage.  Homo-Sapiens are a 

species of earthly humans known to be accumulating wisdom for 

the last 200,000 years.  It’s in our name; as sapient in Latin 

means “wise” or “attempting to appear wise”.  So thanks for the 

concerted effort by wanting to know more about how duality 

consciousness is also a conceptual illusion (ill-is-in-u).  This 

revelation has the power to totally grant you the freedom to 

authentically be whoever you are or will choose to be without any 

guilt, remorse, or shame. 

How GOoD is that!?! 



Modality Review: 
 

I will endeavor to use Occam's Razor: “The simplest solution is most likely 

the right one" and The Great Detectives Credo: “When other contingencies 

fail… whatever remains, however improbable, must be the truth”. 

(See June article for more details on each modality) 

Now I will continue to present a few experiences I had that led me to 

believe that there is more than one reality or “Time Space Continuum” 

(TSC) that we are consciously experiencing.  My true events may trigger a 

remembrance of your own whereby you may also conclude that we are 

living in a more complex set of realities then you previously thought.  

However… first a Zen story that is thousands of years old: 

 

The Chinese Farmer: 
 

One day his horse runs away. And his 

neighbor comes over and says, to 

commiserate, “I’m so sorry about your 

horse.”  And the farmer says “Who Knows 

What’s Good or Bad?”  The neighbor is confused because this 

is clearly terrible.  The horse is the most valuable thing he owns. 

 

But the horse comes back the next day and he brings with him 12 

feral horses.  The neighbor comes back over to celebrate, 

“Congratulations on your great fortune!”  And the farmer replies 

again:  “Who Knows What’s Good or Bad?” 

 

And the next day the farmer’s son is taming one of the wild horses 

and he’s thrown and breaks his leg.  The neighbor comes back 

over, “I’m so sorry about your son.”  The farmer repeats again: 

“Who Knows What’s Good or Bad?” 

 

Sure enough, the next day the army comes through their village 

and is conscripting able-bodied young men to go and fight in 

war, but the son is spared because of his broken leg.  And this 

story can go on and on like that…   

Good. Bad. Who knows? 



Biblical Account: 
1Thes 5:18a NKJV 

I can’t tell you how many times during my 

Christian Ministry I have had people come to 

me and sincerely ask: 

“I wish I knew what God’s will is  

for my life?” 
That was over twenty years ago and I still have people to this day sincerely 

asking me if there is any way I can help them discover what their human or 

galactic mission is.  Sometimes it takes the form of a desire to discover 

more of who they are or how they could BE to start creating the deepest 

desires of their hearts. 

To this day, I usually will share with them a Bible Scripture; especially if 

they are of the Christian faith.  I explain that this is the only place in the 66 

books of the Bible where it clearly state exactly what God’s will is for you: 

“In everything give thanks…” 

Of course two verses earlier in 1Thes 5:16 it says “Rejoice Always” which I 

believe will be the outcome of giving thanks for everything that is coming 

into your life.  

This will usually start a conversation pertaining to things that happened to 

them that they considered “Bad” or they were a “Victim” of some bad luck 

or misfortune.  Then we explore their beliefs pertaining to who or what God 

is and who is actually creating their individual reality and experiences.  The 

conclusion is usually that since God is Everything and Everywhere and God 

is Good therefore we should “Give Thanks” for everything that IS or 

HAPPENS because it is ALL GOoD!   

Those that do not come to this conclusion usually aren’t ready to accept 

responsibility for the reality that they are creating and that’s OK!  I wasn’t 

ready for decades to embrace the scientific fact that “Reality is observer 

created” and God and/in I AM the observer of my reality.  That last 

sentence is not a misprint… please consider pondering it a while. 

Here’s an affirmation that will inspire Positive Prophecies: 

“When things don’t happen the way I planned or expected them, 

they ALLways turn out better!” 
By: David Allison 



What about You 

This may bring to your mind an experience or 

remembrance when you discovered you no longer 

judged people or things as being Good or Bad.  You 

also may have past, present, or future memories 

where you asked “What is the Plan, Will, or Mission 

for my life.”  It may be highly beneficial to re-visit 

those experiential memories and discover, re-

evaluate, and integrate what you now know with those aspects of you that 

were curious because I have heard people say: 

“Sometimes the things I wish I never had in my life… 

are the things I insisted on having.” 

So… we Discover, Comprehend, and Know our True Divine Nature by 

the experiences we have chosen through relationships with People, Places, 

Things, and Multiple-Realities.  We also experience Nothingness over a 

thousand times per second during the in-between states of conscious 

awareness’s.  This will become common knowledge as we embrace more     

 E X  P   A    D     E      D        States of BEingness. 

Now… How can I experience that Divine Expansiveness? 

You may want to consider doing this: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bGLHadex0B0 

Conclusion by David/LE 

You actually are moving your Conscious Awareness into other 

already existing versions of yourself where that reality is more 

beneficial for your Spiritual Growth.  In my case it really wasn’t 

just about helping others discover the will for their lives.  It was 

about giving me an early glimpse of Infinite Possibilities and a 

curiosity that became a quest for more Understanding, 

Enlightenment, and Wisdom.  Namaste – David/LE 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
In future articles we will address other things that do NOT exist 

that we individually and collectively have vibrationally  

dreamed into an illusionary existence: 
Time ~ Death ~ Fear ~ Duality ~ Suffering ~ Realities ~ Universe 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bGLHadex0B0


Let’s talk today at: 979-278-3360  

or at our FREE Open House Events 
                       (Limited to 10 people) 

 

We enjoy helping people discover 

their “Aspects” and their  

Divine Heritage & Purpose! 
 

Become a Living "Conscious/Unconscious Master" 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

It will help you discover the world you/You/YOU  

Consciously/Unconsciously are creating and how  

You can become a Conscious Self-Master of your realities. 
 

FREE ~ Soul/Star Family Gatherings  
First Sunday of Every Month 

October 4th – November 1st – December 6th  

 
 
 

 
                            
 

               
     
 
 
 
 
 

Oneness-Now-Energy ~ Transformational-Light-Center 
 

Soul/Star Family Gathering  
FREE OPEN HOUSE: First Sunday of Each Month 

 

Discover – Explore – Experience 
Your Divine Spiritual Heritage 

 

Get to know WHO you Really Are! 
 

www.thecarmineconnection.com/EVENTS.html 
 
 

  FREE ~ Self-Mastery E-Course 
 

 
        

    www.thecarmineconnection.com 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 
www. The carmineconnection.com/RetreatRevelations.html 

http://www.thecarmineconnection.com/EVENTS.html
http://www.thecarmineconnection.com/


If you had a Weird or Paranormal Experience  

and just want to chat with someone about it…  

call or visit us at our free events.  
 

 

Remember… if you need help with anything… just Ask for it.  We, 

and many other Enlightened Beings, are available to assist you.  

Jackie and I are truly interested in hearing from you and 

whomever you are discovering You are.  

We offer a compassionate ear and free consultations.   

Jackie or David @ 979-278-3360 

info@thecarmineconnection.com ~ www.thecarmineconnection.com       

 

We can help You Clarify & Transcend any 

Problem/Issue/Challenge/Questions/ETc. 
 

Physical~Emotional~Mental~Spiritual 
[Paranormal or Parapsychological] 

 
 

CHILDREN: 

Behavior issues: fears, traumas, weird 

experiences, or imaginary friends 

and monsters.  [Good – Bad – Indifferent] 
 

 
CHANNELING: 

Communication: with Angels, Guides,  
Ascended Masters, Twin Flames, Multi- 

dimensional Selves, Deceased loved ones. 

 
 

PARANORMAL: 
Alien Issues: Abductions, Entity/Spirit 
Removal, Spirit Replacement, Walk-in  
Integration. [Benevolent or Malevolent] 
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https://www.thecarmineconnection.com/
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